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The maximal conserved phase gradient is introduced as an order parameter to character
transition from phase to defect turbulence in the complex Ginzburg-Landau equation. It has a
value in the phase-turbulent regime and decreases to zero when the transition to defect turb
is approached. Solutions with a nonzero phase gradient are studied via a Lyapunov analysis
degree of “chaoticity” decreases for increasing values of the phase gradient and finally leads to
traveling wave solutions. A modified Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation for the phase dynamics is a
reproduce the main features of the stable waves and to explain their origin. [S0031-9007(96)00
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Spatially extended chaotic systems have been rece
the subject of several theoretical and experimental
vestigations [1]. In spite of remarkable progress, a s
unresolved problem concerns the possibility to descr
nonequilibrium phase transitions with concepts borrow
from statistical mechanics [1–4]. The complex Ginzbur
Landau equation (CGLE) is one of the most appr
priate models to study such transitions, because it
universal [1,5] and experimentally relevant [6]: the d
namics of extended systems undergoing a Hopf bifur
tion from a stationary to an oscillatory state is describ
by the CGLE [7]. Moreover, several physical, chemic
and biological phenomena can be well reproduced thro
the CGLE [1]. Even in one dimension the CGLE displa
a variety of dynamical regimes and phase transitions
4,7–9]. Among them much attention has been devo
to the transition between two different types of chao
phases [2–4,7,8]: namely, the phase-turbulent (PT)
defect-turbulent (DT) regimes. However, this transitio
has been mainly studied from the DT side [2–4].

This Letter focuses on the PT regime and in particu
on the introduction of an order parameter for the abo
mentioned transition. To be more specific, let me wr
the one-dimensional CGLE as

At  s1 1 ic1dAxx 1 A 2 s1 2 ic3d jAj2A , (1)

where the parametersc1 andc3 are real positive numbers
and Asx, td  rsx, td expficsx, tdg is a complex field of
amplitude r and phasec. Of particular interest in
the sc1, c3d plane is the so-called Benjamin-Feir lin
(BFL) defined byc3  1yc1, which identifies the linear
stability limit for the plane-wave solutions of (1) [5]
The PT regime is encountered just above the BFL (i
for c3 . 1yc1) [7]. In this state the chaotic behavio
of the field is essentially ruled by the dynamics
the phase. Moreover, the amplitude is always bound
away from zero, accordingly; the average phase grad
n 

1
L

RL
0 dx ≠xcsx, td is conserved for periodic boundar

conditions [7]. Another important line (L1) separates the
PT state from a more chaotic phase: the DT regime.
this state, amplitude dynamics becomes predominant o
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phase dynamics [2,7,8]. In particular, large amplitud
oscillations are observed, occasionally drivingrsx, td to
zero, in which case the phase is no longer well defin
and n is not conserved. The vanishing of the amplitud
determines a so-called space-time defect. The density
defectsdD is a good order parameter to characterize t
transition from the DT to the PT phase; in fact, its valu
is .0 in the DT regime, while it vanishes approaching th
PT phase [2,4]. Conversely, none of the other paramet
introduced so far (e.g., phase and amplitude correlatio
lengths, or the Kaplan-Yorke dimension density) reveal
clear signature of the transition [3,4].

In the PT regime, a relevant parameter to characteriz
state of the CGLE is the value ofn, which is a conserved
quantity in the absence of defects. For each value
n , 1 there exists a plane-wave solution of the CGLE

Asx, td 
p

1 2 n2 expfisnx 1 V0tdg , (2)

where V0  c3 2 sc1 1 c3dn2. Below the BFL, these
solutions are stable against long-wavelength instabilit
for n2 , s1 2 c1c3dyf2s1 1 c2

3d 1 1 2 c1c3g [5], while
they turn out to be all unstable in the PT regime. How
ever, it is reasonable to expect that differentn values will
characterize distinct classes of chaotic or quasiperiodic
lutions also in the PT phase. Nevertheless, the majo
of analyses reported in literature has been devoted to
lutions withn  0.

In this Letter, I determine the maximal valuenM of the
conserved phase gradient in statistically stationary sta
i.e., in the limit L ! ` and t ! `. I shall argue that
this can be used as an order parameter, withnM  0 in
the DT regime, withnM . 0 in the PT state, and with
a smooth change at the transition lineL1. Moreover, a
Lyapunov analysis reveals that for increasingn values
the solutions are less and less chaotic. This behavior
be explained assuming that the phase dynamics is ru
by a modified Kuramoto-Sivashinsky equation (MKSE
[7,10–12]. For reasonably highn values traveling pulse-
train solutions are found to be stable. The main param
ters characterizing such solutions can be derived from
above mentioned MKSE.
© 1996 The American Physical Society 1047
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The analysis reported here is limited to a parameter
gion where it is known that the CGLE shows a contin
ous transition from the PT to the DT regime [2,4], name
c1  3.5 andc3 $ 1yc1. The integration scheme adopte
here is a time splitting code where the integration of t
spatial derivatives is not performed, as usual, in Four
space, but instead is computed inx space through a con
volution integral [13,14]. The adopted integration para
eters are spatial resolutiondx  0.5, integration time step
dt  0.05, number of grid pointsN  Lydx ranging from
2048 up to 8192, and periodic boundary conditions.

In order to study solutions with a nonzero value
n, an initial state withn fi 0 has been prepared and i
evolution followed. Because of the absence of defe
in the PT regime,n should be conserved, at least fo
small initial values. I have numerically verified thatn

is indeed conserved for all values below an upper lim
nM . For n . nM defects eventually arise leading, aft
a readjusting time, to an value smaller thannM . This
behavior can be understood by observing that the minim
r value decreases continuously for increasingn, until, for
n . nM , the amplitude can eventually vanish with th
consequent emergence of defects. In order to evalu
the maximal phase gradient accurately, the conserva
of each nM value reported in Fig. 1 has been check
considering from 50 to 70 different initial conditions
In particular, each configuration has been followed
a time t $ 10 000, after a reasonably long transient ha
been discarded. Moreover, for each examinedc3 value,
some trajectories have been followed for longer tim
typically of the order oft  150 000. No dependence o
nM on L has been observed, considering chain leng
from L  1024 up to L  4096. Figure 1 shows a
roughly linear decrease ofnM for increasing values of
c3. A linear fit of the data givesnM . 20.74c3 1 0.57.
Assuming that the linear behavior extends up to theL1
line, a critical valuecp

3  0.76 6 0.03 is obtained. This
result is in reasonable agreement with the values obtai

FIG. 1. Maximal phase gradientnM as a function of the
parameterc3 (circle). The values fornU are also shown
(squares). The solid line represents a linear fit for thenM data.
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from the defect density reported in literature [2,4], a
well as with our own measurements ofdD, which give
cp

3  0.755 6 0.002 [13,15].
As a further characterization of these solutions,

have evaluated the maximal Lyapunov exponentlM for
several values ofc3 and n. I noticed multistability
for n . 0, i.e., several coexisting attractors for eachn

value, different attractors being characterized by differe
Lyapunov exponents. However, a characteristic comm
to all these initial conditions considered is thatlM

tends to decrease with increasingn, except for small
fluctuations (see Fig. 2). In particular, forc3 # 0.5 and
for sufficiently high values ofn, nonchaotic states are
found. Two different kinds of nonchaotic states hav
been observed: the former (typea) is spatially periodic
with spatial wave vectorq  n, formed of identical
“pulselike” structure of lengthLP  2pyn; the latter
(type b) shows essentially periodic regions separated
domains in whichr is constant and the phase decreas
linearly (see Fig. 3). The selection of these patter
depends on the initial conditions. Numerically I foun
that all nonchaotic solutions are of the form

Asx, td  hsx 2 ytdeisnx1vtd, (3)

where hsjd  rsjd expfic0sjdg is in general complex.
Amplitude and phase can be written as

rsx, td  rsjd, csx, td  c0sjd 1 vt 1 nx , (4)

with j  x 2 yt.
For spatially periodic patterns, the elementary pulses

length LP are a stable solution of the CGLE for a sho

FIG. 2. Maximal Lyapunov exponents versus the phase gra
ent n for two different sets of initial conditions forc3  0.5.
The two initial conditions correspond to states with phase g
dient n and with noise added only on the amplitude (circle) o
added on both amplitude and phase (asterisks). The data h
been obtained for system sizeL  1024 and for integration
timest  130 000 250 000.
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FIG. 3. Phase and amplitude for the two kinds of observ
nonchaotic solutions: (a) solution of typea with c3  0.5
and n  0.184; (b) solution of typeb with c3  0.35 and
n  0.307.

chain of lengthL  LP and with a phase gradientnP 
2pyLP, i.e., the minimal nonvanishing phase gradient fo
such a periodic system. These traveling pulses origin
through a bifurcation from the plane-wave solutions (2
Moreover, they are stabilized in short systems, because
the long-wavelength instability cutoff. A more extensiv
and detailed study of these short-chain solutions will b
reported elsewhere. Here, I want just to point out th
solutions with a conservednP are no longer observable
below a minimal lengthLmin. The corresponding phase
gradient nU  2pyLmin is an upper bound fornM , as
shown in Fig. 1. For increasingc3, the valuenM is better
and better approximated bynU . A naive explanation of
this fact can be given by assuming that, in the proximi
of nM , only stable solutions of typea are observed.
For these solutions the minimal value of the spati
period is obviouslyLmin and the maximal possible phas
gradientnU . However, in the limitn ! nM , for c3 # 0.5
solutions of typea coexist with those of typeb, while for
c3 . 0.5 slightly chaotic solutions, formed by an arra
of elementary pulses of different lengthsLp $ Lmin, are
observed. All these facts imply thatnU $ nM .
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As a final point, I explain whylM decreases with
increasingn. This can be done by recalling that ju
above BFL the dynamics is essentially ruled by t
phase behavior, since the amplitude can be conside
as a “slaved” variable of the phase [7,8,12]. A pha
modulation fsx, td  csx, td 2 nx  c0sjd 1 vt on
the plane-wave solution (2) satisfies a MKSE [11],
Ùf 2 V0 1 V1≠xf 1 V

s1d
2 ≠2

xf 1 V
s2d
2 s≠xfd2

1V3≠3
xf 1 V

s1d
4 ≠4

xf 1 V
s2d
4 ≠xf≠3

xf  0 , (5)

where V1  2nsc1 1 c3d, V
s1d
2  c1c3 2 1, V

s2d
2 

c1 1 c3, V3  2nc1s1 1 c2
3d, V

s1d
4  c2

1s1 1 c2
3dy2, and

V
s2d
4  2c1s1 1 c2

3d. In order to check the validity of
Eq. (5) for the dynamics of the phase for the CGLE
the PT regime, I derive from Eq. (5) an expression for t
velocity y and the frequencyv of the traveling solutions
(3). Following [11], I obtain

v  V0 2 V
s2d
2 ks≠jc0d2l 1 V

s2d
4 ks≠2

jc0d2l (6)

y  V1 1 fVs2d
2 ks≠jc0d3l 2 V3ks≠2

jc0d2l
1 V

s2d
4 ks≠jc0d2≠

3
jc0lgyks≠jc0d2l , (7)

wherek?l is the average along the chain and over seve
consecutive realizations. The two expressions can e
ily be obtained by noticing that for a solution of typ
(4) the temporal derivative of the phase can be writt
as Ùf  v 2 y≠jc0sjd, while ≠xfsxd  ≠jc0sjd. Sub-
stituting the temporal derivative into Eq. (5) and ave
aging both sides of the equation leads to Eq. (6).
obtain Eq. (7) both sides of Eq. (5) should be mul
plied by ≠jc0sjd before averaging. Several quantitie
appearing in Eq. (5) have zero average due to the p
odic boundary conditions. Therefore the final expressio
for v and y are drastically simplified. By inserting th
phase values obtained from simulations of the CGLE in
Eqs. (6) and (7), a very good agreement with the m
sured quantities is indeed achieved (see Table I). Ne
theless, I expect that the phase description (5) will beco
less and less accurate approaching theL1 line and will fi-
nally break down when the amplitude dynamics becom
predominant. However, I have verified that in the who
examined parameter interval the amplitude dynamics
essentially ruled by the phase, except when defects ar

Assuming that Eq. (5) describes sufficiently well th
dynamics of the CGLE phase, let me now expla
easured

TABLE I. The parameters characterizing the stable solutions (3), namely, the propagation velocityy and the frequencyv, are
reported for variousn values. The values are estimated using expressions (6) and (7). In parentheses are the values m
directly from the traveling waves solutions. All data refer toc3  0.5, except where noted.

n v y n v y

0.123 0.428 (0.427) 1.26 (1.24) 0.123a 0.428 (0.424) 1.06 (1.09)
0.184 0.355 (0.341) 1.59 (1.65) 0.184a 0.344 (0.338) 1.58 (1.63)
0.245 0.229 (0.223) 1.93 (1.98) 0.282b 0.074 (0.070) 2.37 (2.34)

aSolutions corresponding to different initial conditions, but with the samen.
bData wherec3  0.4.
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the observed nonchaotic behaviors. In Ref. [11] it h
been shown that Eq. (5), rewritten for the variable≠xf,
belongs to a class of equations that shows stable soluti
formed by pulselike periodic structures traveling alon
the chain with a finite velocity [16,17]. The birth o
these nonchaotic solutions is due to the presence of
dispersion term~ ≠3

xf [16]. In particular, in Ref. [17]
it has been shown that this equation is multistab
chaotic and nonchaotic solutions can coexist. Howev
stationary periodic attractors prevail over the strange on
for increasing values of the dispersion constantV3 and,
above a threshold value, only nonchaotic solutions a
observed. SinceV3 is proportional ton, this explains
the decreasing behavior oflM for increasingn, as well
as the origin of the observed traveling wave solutio
for high n values. Finally, it should be mentioned tha
for c3 . 0.5 it is no longer possible to observe stab
solutions, because they would occur for the value
n . nM .

In conclusion, I emphasize thatnM turns out to be a
good order parameter to describe the transition from
PT to the DT phase. The role of this new paramet
is complementary to that of the defect density, since
is nonzero in the PT regime, while the defect density
nonzero in the DT state. Moreover, the dynamics in t
PT phase depends strongly on then value: for n ! 0 a
predominance of chaotic solutions is observed, while f
n ! nM nonchaotic behaviors prevail and a new fami
of stationary solutions emerges.
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